We describe an all−in−fibre apparatus for Constant Intensity Direct Absorption Spectroscopy (CIDAS) 
Introduction
Direct absorption is the simplest and straightforward spec− troscopic detection technique for absolute measurements of gas concentration. One of its main disadvantages is the necessity of resolving a small variation against a large back− ground. As until the end of the last century the only user− −friendly sources, suitable for field applications, were near infrared (NIR), room temperature diodes, which emit in the region of molecular overtones, where linestrenghts are two or more orders of magnitude smaller than for the fundamen− tal bands [1, 2] , it was very often impossible to adopt direct absorption as a detection technique. Moreover, the detection and processing electronics hadn't yet reached the present quality/price ratio.
For these reasons, big efforts were done to develop detection techniques which could increase the S/N ratio in absorbance measurements [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, all these tech− niques but Ref. 7 can't be absolutely calibrated.
In order to increase the S/N, many efforts have been done towards longer interaction lengths: multipass cells [10] , high reflectivity multipass cells in different configura− tions, atmospheric open paths.
The development of room temperature quantum cascade lasers in the mid−IR, and the availability of high perfor− mances electronics and embedded computers, have strongly reduced the need of "smart" techniques. As a consequence most recent commercial analytical devices use direct absor− ption as detection technique, so taking advantage of the easy data processing and, above all, of the easy calibration. This makes these devices very robust in field operation.
Yet, the need of detecting a very small variation in a high background signal still remains one of the major drawbacks of direct absorption. The problem is particularly evident when the laser source is a diode laser, for which a large variation of laser power occurs during a frequency sweep, due to the change in the injection current.
This poses two severe kinds of constraints. First, the impossibility to exploit all the dynamic of the digitizer which samples the signal, since the digitizer bits are used to sample the large variation of the laser power and not only the small absorption signal.
Second, the impossibility to perceive by sight the absor− ption signal, with the consequent difficulty to adjust the laser set−point and the frequency scan to optimize the detec− tion. Should it be possible to have a constant laser power during frequency sweeps, several methods could be adopted to simplify the problem. For instance, a constant voltage could be analogically subtracted from the detector signal, and the residual could be amplified up to a suitable level. From the knowledge of the subtracted signal and the ampli− fier gain, all the needed parameters of the absorption could be retrieved.
In this paper we describe an all in−fibre apparatus for Constant Intensity Direct Absorption Spectroscopy (CIDAS) for gas concentration measurements which keeps the power of a diode laser constant along the frequency sweep. We will show that a constant intensity during the frequency sweep allows to overcome the two previous constraints, with a resulting increase in the sensitivity of the measure− ments, and with the possibility of real−time observation of the absorption signal without any post−detection fitting pro− cessing. A device based on CIDAS has been tested with CO 2 and CH 4 , to highlight the advantages of this set−up with respect to standard direct absorption spectroscopy. This device results are particularly suitable for in−field detection of small absorption signals.
Experimental apparatus
The CIDAS technique can be realized by means of an Acousto−Optic Modulator (AOM) which deflects, from the primary beam to the first diffracted order, a fraction of the input laser beam as a function of the power level of the radiofrequency (RF) at its input. A suitable stabilization cir− cuitry checks the power variation of the output beam and sets the level of RF to keep the power constant. Devices based on AOM for intensity−stabilization have been already used with free propagation components [11] .
The use of fibre optics components presents two advan− tages: the first one is to eliminate the necessity of a careful alignment, the second one is a high−quality output beam, not perturbed by the AOM, both in shape and in direction. Moreover, the system is intrinsically robust, polarization independent, and can be used in harsh environments like high altitude aircrafts or balloons.
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . In this paper we will show results obtained with two different lasers and two target molecules. Despite this variety, the scheme of the apparatus is always the same. Figure) which splits the beam in a refer− ence arm (10% exit) and a main arm (90% exit). The refer− ence beam is sent to a detector (Thorlabs DET01CFC/M InGaAs) whose signal is used by the stabilization electron− ics (PID in Fig. 1 ). At the other exit there is a parabolic mir− ror (0.5" focal length) mounted on a XYZ translator, which launches the main beam towards the measurement path. Along the measurement path there are only plane or con− cave mirrors, while dielectric components have been com− pletely avoided, apart from the detector window, in order to remove from the set−up all the optical elements which could produce optical fringes which often limit the ultimate sensi− tivity for direct absorption spectrometers [12] . The main detector is a Thorlabs DET10C (InGaAs detector, 700-1800 nm, 10 ns rise rime, 0.8 mm 2 ).
The stabilization electronics uses a standard control loop feedback mechanism (Proportional/Integral/Derivative PID controller). In our setup the analogue PID controller is a SIM960 by SRS, and the AOM driver is home made. In all the following tests the working point of the AOM has been set in such a way that the deflected fraction of the beam has a linear behaviour vs. input RF power level.
The greatest advance of this technique is that the signal variation during the laser ramp is flattened by several orders of magnitude. It is then possible to expand this signal, to exploit in the best way the acquisition electronics. An immediate method could be that of acquiring signals in AC mode, but this can induce distortions on the signal, in partic− ular at low sweep repetition rates. Moreover, the DC com− ponent of the signal would go lost, while for quantitative measurements its knowledge is essential. For our measure− ments we have used a Tektronix TDS 5034 oscilloscope. This device has the possibility to subtract a constant offset from the signal and, until the offset remains below 1 V, to expand the vertical resolution down to 1 mV/div.
Tests and results
The best sensitivity that can be obtained with CIDAS is strongly related to the ability of the apparatus to flatten the reference signal. Many parameters must be taken into ac− count in order to get the reference power−vs.−current curve as horizontal as possible and to reduce its ripple. First, the three PID tuning parameters (Proportional gain, Integral gain and Derivative gain) have been optimized to reach the optimum flattening of the reference signal. We have obser− ved that the level of ripple is related to the working point of the AOM, and we have experimentally determined the best value of the average level of RF, for which the fluctuations of the reference signal are minimum.
The all in−fibre apparatus allows not to take into account one of the most critical parameters for the optimization of the reference that is the laser beam alignment across the AOM. The result obtained after the optimization of all these parameters at 1.65 μm is reported in Fig. 2 , where the refer− ence signal is shown recorded with the AOM switched off (Original Signal) and switched on (Flattened Signal). The voltage gap between the beginning and the end of the cur− rent ramp is about 1.44 V for the original signal and about 1.5·10 -4 V for the flattened signal, so resulting in a total reduction of the laser power variation by a factor of about 9500 (79 dB).
In the first qualitative tests to check the CIDAS tech− nique, the measurement path consists of a sealed cell, 20 cm long, filled with 180 mbar of CO 2 One of the advantages of CIDAS is immediately visible in Fig. 3 where the comparison between the CO 2 absorption signal, recorded at real−time by standard direct absorption, and by CIDAS is shown. Due to the large variation of laser power, the absorption signal is hardly visible in the real− −time acquisition obtained by standard direct absorption technique, even if the signal can be retrieved with a post− −detection polynomial−fitting procedure to remove the back− ground. Differently, the CIDAS signal can be observed in real−time without any need of post−processing. This allows, for instance, to adjust the current or temperature of the diode laser by only observing the scope, in order to match the absorption and to select the range of the current scan.
For a more quantitative test on CIDAS, we have investi− gated the atmospheric concentration of CH 4 by detecting the multiplet around 1.651 μm.
We By averaging over N scans, the sensitivity can be impro− ved of about a factor N 1/2 . For this to be valid, two condi− tions must be fulfilled:
1) The averaging time should be sufficiently smaller than the drifts time scale.
2) The noise of the signal to be acquired must be higher than the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the digitizer. If not, the digital reading would be always the same, and no advantage would come from averaging. Should the scope provide only a fixed number of bits, averaging can be performed in the controlling computer.
In Fig. 4 (a) the Direct Absorption signal is recorded with V FS = 500 mV and with an average on 256 scans which means a voltage resolution of 0.125 mV. For an average sig− nal of about 1.13 V the minimum detectable absorbance, due only to the acquisition system, results of about 1.1·10 -4 , which is about half the estimated CH 4 By using CIDAS it is possible to decrease the full−scale of a factor 9500 and, consequently, to increase the acquisi− tion voltage resolution of about 4 orders of magnitude. In the present case, we are limited by the minimum scope ver− tical sensitivity of 1 mV/div. In Fig. 4(b) the CIDAS signal is recorded with V FS = 10 mV and with an average on 256 scans which means an acquisition sensitivity of 0.0025 mV. For a signal of about 900 mV the minimum detectable absorbance, due only to the acquisition system, results of about 2.8·10 -6 , which is a factor of 40 better, with respect to the acquisition sensitivity of Direct Absorption. Obviously the acquisition sensitivity can be increased by using a higher resolution digitizer or by averaging on a higher number of scan. Nevertheless, in Direct Absorption the signal could be appreciated only after a software treatment, as in a scope monitor it would be unrecognizable anyway. The CIDAS absorption signal is well visible in Fig. 4(b) , so we can con− clude that with the present apparatus (8−bits digitizer), the CH 4 absorption on a 2.86 m path is not detectable by using a standard Direct Absorption, whereas is observable in real− −time with CIDAS. Whatever the detection technique, for a quantitative concentration analysis a fitting procedure is needed. It has a twofold aim: to quantify the absorbance and to remove the residual background. In our CIDAS setup the latter is mainly due to fringes originating in the detector window. We have fitted the baseline with a third order poly− nomial [dashed line in Fig. 4 
Conclusions
CIDAS is a technique that adds several advantages to the simplicity and the robustness of the direct absorption. First, the vertical resolution of the digitizer is not largely wasted to get rid of the laser power excursion, but can be used to properly reconstruct the absorption signal. We have demon− strated that, with the CIDAS apparatus, a reduction of the background span of a factor 9500 can be obtained and that this leads to an improvement in the sensitivity. It's worth noting that a standard 8−bits' vertical resolution scope (tho− ugh coupled to the possibility to apply an offset up to 1 V) has been sufficient to detect a minimum absorbance of about 2·10 -5 . In case the scope cannot deliver the offset, as an alternative a simple circuitry could be realized, which subtracts from the signal a constant offset, and then mul− tiplies the result by a known factor.
Thanks to the increase of sensitivity, a reduction of the absorption pathlength becomes possible, with the conse− quent capability to eliminate from the set−up the multi−pass cells and to reduce the effects of the optical fringes.
The shown measurement of the atmospheric methane, in direct absorption, with a pathlength of 1.6 m only, is a prac− tical demonstration of the advantages of CIDAS. A normal direct absorption spectrometer would require about 25 me− ters pathlegth for the same measurement.
Moreover, with CIDAS the absorption signals are im− mediately visible, whereas with direct absorption, a mathe− matical analysis of the signal is needed to extract useful information. The advantage is immediately evident when aligning an apparatus or just finding the right set−point for the laser.
Finally, CIDAS turns out to be a versatile technique which can be adopted when an analyzer which does not require calibration is needed, and when a fibre coupled AOM is available at the operation wavelength (presently up to 2.2 microns). Fibres and free propagation AOM are beco− ming available in the middle IR, so in the future this tech− nique could be applied also to fundamental molecular bands. At the moment, the cost of all the components neces− sary for CIDAS (near infrared laser, insulator, AOM, beam splitter and detectors) still remains below the cost of a quan− tum cascade laser alone.
All these aspects make CIDAS particularly attractive for simple, robust and cost effective devices for in−field appli− cations. 
